Prior to 1994-95, The University operated under a class and ranking system.

Senate has approved the credits to be shown for each class or half-class taken. Students who satisfactorily completed the work of a class or half-class were awarded a Certificate of Due Performance which qualified them to take the degree examination for that class. In addition a student's performance in the class or half-class could also be marked with Distinction, Merit or Certificate of Satisfactory Performance (CSP), (Arts and Divinity) or First or Second Rank (Science).

Rank Columns

1  Distinction or First Rank
2  Merit or Second Rank
D  Certificate of Due Performance
N  The student forfeited a Certificate of Due Performance by not completing the work of the class or half-class

Assessment

P  Pass
F  Fail
EX  Having gained a Merit or Second Rank or better, the student was deemed to have passed the degree examination
H (or Z)  Having gained a Merit or Second Rank or better in Second Arts (or Divinity) class, the student was deemed to have passed the degree examination and was offered entry to Honours Level